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Abstract

Most of the existing discourse-level Informa-
tion Extraction tasks have been modeled to be
extractive in nature. However, we argue that
extracting information from larger bodies of
discourse-like documents requires more natural
language understanding and reasoning capabil-
ities. In our work, we propose the novel task
of document-level event argument aggregation
which generates consolidated event-arguments
at a document-level with minimal loss of infor-
mation. More specifically, we focus on generat-
ing precise document-level information frames
in a multilingual setting using prompt-based
methods. In this paper, we show the effective-
ness of prompt-based text generation approach
to generate document-level argument spans in
a low-resource and zero-shot setting. We also
release the first of its kind multilingual event
argument aggregation dataset that can be lever-
aged in other related multilingual text genera-
tion tasks as well: https://github.com/
DebanjanaKar/ArgGen

1 Introduction

Discourse-based Information Extraction (IE)is a
well-explored NLP task. Most of these works
(Yang et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019) rely
on extractive approaches to mine relevant event-
argument spans for specific argument roles. How-
ever, there are two main challenges in this effort.
First, extractive argument spans may miss implicit
information at a document-level. For example in
Figure 1, the Time mentions in the document in-
clude the publishing date of the document and the
day of the week the event occurred. An extrac-
tive approach will not be able to accurately deter-
mine the date of the event. We aim to address
this challenge using a conditional text generation
approach. Second, sentence-level argument men-
tions in the document are often scattered and may

∗Work done as a student at IIT Kharagpur

Figure 1: Illustrative example of the Event Argument
Aggregation Task. The sentence-level event argument
mentions have been highlighted in the document with
colours corresponding to their argument roles (like
TIME, PLACE). Multiple sentence-level arguments in
the same colour in the document indicate high redun-
dancy of information for that particular argument role.

contain similar yet distinct information. For ex-
ample, the Casualties argument mentions like ‘kill
37’, ‘At least 37 civilians’, ‘killed several people,
including militants’ in the example (Figure 1) con-
tain repetitive but slightly distinct information. An
extractive method extracting such document level
arguments may again miss key information as they
employ elimination strategies to select the key argu-
ment mention at the document level. The approach
we propose addresses this challenge by leveraging
argument specific prompts with conditional text
generation methods.

In this paper, we provide a fresh perspective to
discourse-based IE and propose the task of Event
Argument Aggregation. Event Argument Aggrega-
tion is a challenging natural language understand-
ing task that aims to consolidate document-level
structured information from given unstructured text.
Closely related to the task of document-level event
argument extraction, event argument aggregation
emphasizes on filtering redundant and irrelevant

https://github.com/DebanjanaKar/ArgGen
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Figure 2: Illustration of the architecture for training our desired event-argument generation model.

argument mentions to generate precise document-
level information frames. In our work, we focus on
producing the document-level information frames
using prompt-based generative approaches.

In our work, we adopt (Du and Cardie, 2020;
Feng et al., 2020)’s idea of reducing our related task
of Document-Level Event Argument Aggregation
to that of Natural Language Question Answering.
A very recently published work related to the task
of Event Argument Generation is that of (Li et al.,
2021). Like our approach, they too employ condi-
tioned text generation to generate document-level
event arguments. However, the argument spans
they extract at a document level are much shorter
and explicit in nature than our argument mentions.
Prompt-based methods have recently gained popu-
larity in a number of related tasks like entity extrac-
tion(Wang et al., 2022), question answering(Liu
et al., 2022) and text generation(Li et al., 2022). In
this paper, we show the effectiveness of prompt-
based methods to aggregate event-arguments at a
document-level. We evaluate our models on low-
resource settings as well as more challenging zero-
shot settings. We discuss and analyse the effec-
tiveness of the proposed model in the following
sections.

The key contributions of our work are enumer-
ated as follows: i) We propose a fresh perspective
to discourse-based IE through our proposed task of
Event Argument Aggregation. ii) We are the first
to explore prompt-based conditional text genera-
tion to aggregate event-arguments at a document
level. Our proposed model provides state-of-the-art
results on this task. iii) We are the first to release

an annotated, multilingual event-argument aggrega-
tion dataset. The corpus consists of 346 annotated
documents in English, Hindi and Bengali.

2 Event-Argument Aggregation

In this section, we detail the approaches we propose
for the task of Document-Level Event Argument
Aggregation. The framework primarily involves
three steps: i) MRC Pre-training, ii) Prompt Engi-
neering, iii) QA-based Argument Generation.

2.1 MRC Pre-training

For the model to generate informative aggregated
argument mentions at a document-level from scat-
tered sentence-level argument mentions (as demon-
strated in Fig 2), the model requires strong com-
prehension and reasoning capabilities. For exam-
ple, given the publishing date of the article and
the day of the week on which the event occurred,
the model should be able to comprehend and ren-
der the correct date of the event which is not ex-
plicitly mentioned in the input document. This
requirement for infusing natural language under-
standing and reasoning capacities in the model
necessitates the machine reading comprehension
(MRC) pre-training step in our proposed approach.
MRC usually comprises of NLP tasks like question-
answering, textual-entailment, numerical reason-
ing, etc. We pre-train our model on an amalga-
mated QA dataset (Multi_QA, Section 3.1) which
consists of reasoning QA data samples in English
along with other QA data samples in Hindi and
Bengali. The conditional text generator we use for
this task is a transformer-based encoder-decoder ar-
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Dataset DROP MLQA XQuAD TyDI Multi_QA
#Train 77409 4918 96340 3585 1,82,252
#Test 9536 507 2374 113 12,530
Q Len 10.83 9.31 11.01 5.61 10.78
A Len 1.38 3.62 3.91 3.78 2.77
P Len 202.44 155.24 136.86 87.23 165.70

Table 1: Dataset Statistics for the amalgamated QA corpus Multi_QA along with it’s constituent datasets. The first
two rows enumerate the number of train test instances across the datasets. Q, P, A Len refer to the average lengths
of Questions, Passage and Answers respectively.

chitecture which takes as input an input passage P
and a query q, and is trained to generate an answer
a of abstractive nature. We use the multilingual
variant of the T5 model as our backbone model for
this task. After training the small and base vari-
ants of mT5 and mBART-50, we find that mt5-base
performs the best with an F1-score of 62.45%

2.2 Prompt Engineering
Prompting the QA-based argument aggregator
is fairly intuitive. Given the argument roles, we
design templates for the prompts like When did
[E] happen? where [E] ∈ disaster-based events
like {earthquake, flood, terrorist_attack, ..}.
Since the number of argument-roles are limited, we
manually define the prompts instead of generating
them automatically for greater accuracy. We define
our prompts using 5W words (When, Where, What,
Who, Why) and it has been observed empirically
that the prompts with 5Ws work better in such
QA-based frameworks(Liu et al., 2022). To fill
the event mask [E] in the prompt, we define a
document classifier which identifies the event type
of the document. A classification head on top of
multilingual BERT is trained iteratively to map the
correct event-type to the input document instance.
Since for each of m argument roles, we define a
specific prompt, we hence refer to the prompts as
Argument Prompts.

2.3 QA-based Argument Generation
Given a document, we parse the document to anno-
tate sentence-level argument mentions. We extract
sentence-level argument information from the doc-
ument using the state-of-the-art event argument
extraction method for this dataset (Kar et al., 2020).
It uses causal knowledge structures to accurately
detect the low-resource event argument mentions in
the document’s sentences. We mark the sentence-
level argument spans in the document with special
argument role tokens to generate our annotated

context. We avoid marking duplicate argument
mentions and mentions with very similar surface
form in the document to curtail redundancy in the
model. Using fuzzy string match techniques (Lev-
enshtein, 1965), we only mark the longer argument
span in case of redundancy. The annotated context
is concatenated with an argument-specific prompt
and used as the input to the pre-trained conditional
text generator. The conditional text generator, pre-
trained with an MRC objective in the previous step,
is fine-tuned with few examples to generate the
desired document-level aggregated argument men-
tions for a specific argument role. Our results and
analysis in the following sections highlight that our
proposed framework effectively generates mean-
ingful aggregated argument mentions even after
seeing only a few examples for each language.

3 Dataset

In the sections to follow, we discuss the details of
the datasets we created for i) the MRC pretraining
task and ii) Multilingual Event Argument Aggrega-
tion (ArgGen dataset).

3.1 MRC Pretraining Dataset

Most of the works in the domain of Natural Lan-
guage Question Answering are of extractive nature.
However, for the task of MRC Pretraining (as dis-
cussed in Section 2.1), we required an abstractive
multilingual question answering dataset. We curate
such a dataset by collating the following datasets:
i) DROP Dataset (Dua et al., 2019) which is an
abstractive, reasoning QA dataset with a special fo-
cus on numerical reasoning; ii) Hindi annotated in-
stances of MLQA (Lewis et al., 2020) and XQuAD
(Artetxe et al., 2020) datasets and iii) Bengali anno-
tated instances from TyDi QA dataset (Clark et al.,
2020). Although the multilingual datasets collated
are extractive in nature, we use them in genera-
tive pretraining along with the abstractive DROP
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Dataset Eng. Ben. Hindi Multi
# Docs 129 75 142 346

#Train Inst. 619 360 681 1660
#Test Inst. 155 90 171 416

Avg. Ans Len 7.2 9.3 11.0 9.3
Avg. Pas. Len 209.8 142.1 296.8 230.8

Table 2: Dataset Statistics for the ArgGen corpus. The
terms Multi, Inst., Ans, Pas. refers to Multilingual, Is-
tances, Answer and Passage in the table. Eng. and Ben.
refer to English and Bengali respectively.

dataset so that the model doesn’t learn to reason in
a singular language resulting in a bias. The statis-
tics of the amalgamated QA dataset Multi_QA 1 is
given in Table 1.

3.2 ArgGen Dataset

We curate the first multilingual event argument gen-
eration dataset in English and two morphologically
rich Indian languages, Hindi and Bengali. The
dataset consists of abstractive aggregated argument
mentions for each of the six argument roles, that is,
Time, Place, Casualties, After Effects, Reason, Par-
ticipant, in three different languages. While we use
the same English documents as those used in the
ArgFuse dataset (Kar et al., 2021), we source the
Hindi and Bengali documents from reputed news
websites. The news articles have been crawled
from different time periods (2016-2020) to have
diversity in the event types of the documents. 2

For each document, the topic or event of the doc-
ument is annotated. The documents cater specif-
ically to the disaster domain and can correspond
to 32 event types at a fine grain level and 12 event
types at a coarse level. For a given document in
the corpus, for each of the six argument roles, the
annotator was asked to compose an aggregated ar-
gument mention in his/her own words. The ag-
gregated argument mention should consolidate all
available information from the given passage and
present an informative, yet precise piece of text.
All argument roles may not be populated for each
and every document. Such roles are then filled with
an ‘N.A.’ value. The corpus was annotated by two
linguistic experts with good knowledge about data
curation and had working/native proficiency in the

1We access all the constituent datasets of Multi_QA
from https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/
catalog/overview

2https://www.anandabazar.com/, https://
epaper.bhaskar.com/

Model Scores
R-L MTR BScr
English

GPT-2 36.12 10.22 75.7
mT5-base 32.91 6.78 74.9
Our model 58.24 18.94 84.4

Bengali
mT5-base 6.05 10.26 64.9
Our model 32.22 21.09 77.4

Hindi
mT5-base 28.40 3.31 71.6
Our model 18.71 2.89 68.6

Multilingual
mT5-base 44.03 13.53 74.7
Our model 39.75 9.85 77.6

Table 3: Document-Level Event-Argument Generation
Results across languages (train and test languages are
same). R-L, MTR and BScr denote ROUGE-L, ME-
TEOR Scores and BERTScore respectively as %.

languages of the documents. The statistics of the
dataset is presented in Table 2. While we have cre-
ate a low-resource multilingual NLG dataset, we
have observed that our Hindi and Bengali corpus
comprise of more challenging aggregated argument
mentions.

4 Discussion

We have used mT5-base3 (Xue et al., 2021) model
at the core of our experiments. In Table 3, we
present our event argument generation results
across languages using ROUGE-L, METEOR 4

and BertScore 5. We find that the results improve
by a major margin by following our pretraining +
finetuning recipe, infused with sentence-level ar-
gument information. However, given the model is
trained on a large amount of English corpus, we
find the best results being reported for English. We
report the importance of each of the elements pro-
posed in our framework in Table 4. We can observe
that pre-training our model on reasoning data helps
a lot in improving the generation capabilities of
the model. Infusion of argument prompts can also
be observed as a major point of guidance for the
model. This highlights and justifies the necessity
of our proposed pipeline framework instead of an
end-to-end one.

3https://huggingface.co/google/
mt5-base

4https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
5https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert_score

https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/overview
https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/overview
https://www.anandabazar.com/
https://epaper.bhaskar.com/
https://epaper.bhaskar.com/
https://huggingface.co/google/mt5-base
https://huggingface.co/google/mt5-base
https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert_score
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BertScore English Bengali Hindi Multilingual
English 84.4 69.5 63.9 75.2
Bengali 68.3 77.4 62.7 69
Hindi 67.1 62.1 68.6 68.7

Multilingual 92.7 83.3 71.6 77.6

ROUGE-L English Bengali Hindi Multilingual
English 58.2 14.9 0.3 30.6
Bengali 31.8 32.2 1.9 24.4
Hindi 20.4 5.7 18.7 20.8

Multilingual 79.1 53.2 28.4 39.8

Figure 3: Crosslingual & Multilingual Analysis of Event Argument Generation using our model on ArgGen. The
y-axis & x-axis labels correspond to the language of the training and test sets respectively where all scores are
reported as %. The spectrum of values is represented with various shades, with the minimum values highlighted
using peach and the maximum values highlighted using violet.

We present our results of the crosslingual and
multilingual analysis in Figure 3. We analyse both
at the surface level and at the contextual level using
ROUGE-L and BERTScore respectively. We ob-
serve that for all the test cases, both at the surface-
level as well as contextual, the model trained on
the multilingual corpus performs the best. This can
be regarded to the fact that the multilingual cor-
pus with the combined, enlarged count of training
samples provides the model a scope to train on addi-
tional data and learn from a variety of samples from
different languages in a common embedding space.
We also find that English, among all the other lan-
guages reports the best performance. We attribute
this to i) the bias in training data of the core model
for English compared to the other languages and ii)
most of the aggregated mentions in the English cor-
pora are of extractive nature, thus making it easier
for the model to generate. The Hindi and Bengali
corpus comprises of more challenging aggregated
argument mentions which require advanced reason-
ing capabilities. We also find that Hindi reports
the poorest performance compared to all the lan-
guages. We observed that the i) mT5-base model
itself performs poorly when fine-tuned on the Hindi
corpora, ii) our large Hindi pre-training corpora is
of extractive nature. Although our Bengali pre-
training corpora is also of extractive nature, the
size of the data is lower by many orders compared
to the Hindi corpora and hence we do not see such
drastic effects. Our hypothesis is that i) It would
help to pretrain on multilingual reasoning dataset
of abstractive nature like DROP instead of large
multilingual corpora of extractive nature, ii) for

Setting ROUGE-L METEOR
Our model 58.24 18.94

- MRC pre-training 32.91 7.38
- argument prompts 31.62 9.56

Table 4: Ablation Study on the English corpus
of ArgGen.‘−’ represents minus a particular setting.
Scores have been reported as %.

complex generation corpora like the Hindi corpora,
larger and more complex models can help learn the
synthesis better.

5 Conclusion

We have presented ArgGen, a low-resource,
prompt-based multilingual framework which aggre-
gates event argument mentions at a document-level.
We have also presented a fresh perspective in the
domain of multilingual IE through our proposed
challenging task of document-level event argument
aggregation. We provide access to a novel multi-
lingual event argument aggregation dataset which
can also be leveraged for other related natural
language generation tasks: https://github.
com/DebanjanaKar/ArgGen. Our proposed
model not only generates syntactically and seman-
tically relevant aggregated argument mentions but
demonstrates similar effectiveness in a zero-shot
setting as well. In the future, we want to explore
this task across more languages and documents.

https://github.com/DebanjanaKar/ArgGen
https://github.com/DebanjanaKar/ArgGen
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